THE WINGS OF THOUGHT
it from pupils to whom I suggested putting the times into
minutes and decimals
 1	yard   1      minute
 2	yards 1-42 minute
 3	yards 1-73 minute
 4	yards 2      minutes
and who then recognized the square roots. Now in each
application of a tentative hypothesis to a new length of
pendulum we have an example of deductive thought,
inasmuch as a general law is applied to a specific case.
In crudely syllogistic form the reasoning runs, " the time is
the square root of the length, the length is 5 yards, therefore
the time will be \/5 minutes " Or more formally, " all
pendula obey this law, this is a pendulum, therefore it
will obey this law." But this is a very primitive form of
deduction, and induction has undoubtedly played the major
part in the lesson. A law obtained in this way, by repeated
guesses which are verified by trial, is called an empirical
law, and does not satisfy the mind in the same way in which
a law deduced from first principles satisfies it. Deductive
thinking seems, therefore, at first sight to rise above the trial
and error procedure which we have followed up from its
lowest stage to the level of scientific induction. But we
shall make the attempt presently to show that in deductive
thought also there is a large element of groping, feeling
along now this and now that path, and that the difference
is not so striking as might at first appear.
An empirical law is unsatisfying because of some inner
wish to know " why," and because of the fear that, in the
absence of a rational foundation, the law may be found to
be only an approximation. Sometimes empirical laws will
carry one as far as experiment will at the time reach, and yet
break down when further testing is possible. For example,
in the above pendulum lesson, I have had the hypothesis
put forward that the second order differences are being
halved each time, as shown on page 264. The pre-
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